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By New York Magazine

HarperCollins Publishers Inc. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, My First New York: Early
Adventures in the Big City, New York Magazine, A book as effervescent and alive as the city itself, "My
First New York" features candid accounts of coming to New York by more than fifty remarkable
people who have called the city home. The contributors - a mix of actors, artists, comedians,
entrepreneurs, musicians, politicians, sports stars, writers, and others - reflect an enormous variety
of experiences. Few have arrived with less than filmmaker Jonas Mekas, a concentration-camp
survivor on a UN refugee ship; few have swanned in with more than designer Diane von
Furstenberg, a princess. And an extraordinary number managed to land in New York just as
something historic was happening - the artist Cindy Sherman arrived in the middle of the Summer
of Sam; restaurateur Danny Meyer came on the day John Lennon was shot. Arranged
chronologically, these moving and memorable true stories combine to form an impressionistic
history of New York since the Great Depression. Taken together, their stories are testaments to a
larger revelation, one that new arrivals of all stripes and all eras have experienced again and again
in New York,...
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ReviewsReviews

Certainly, this is the greatest work by any author. It can be writter in easy words and phrases rather than confusing. I am just happy to let you know that
this is actually the greatest ebook we have study inside my individual daily life and may be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Tr ent Mona ha n-- Tr ent Mona ha n

This publication will be worth purchasing. Indeed, it can be enjoy, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am just happy to inform you that this is
basically the best ebook i have got study within my own lifestyle and may be he very best ebook for ever.
-- Dr . Fur m a n Ander son Sr .-- Dr . Fur m a n Ander son Sr .
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